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Quantum fields can be characterized by state functionals and corresponding functional equa
tions. Within this functional representation exchange forces of composite particles are discussed for
the case of composite bosons which are bound states of two constituent fermions. The dynamics of
these bosons is formulated by means of a weak mapping theorem which establishes a map between
the functional equations for the composite boson quantum field and the constituent original fermion
quantum field. Evaluation of this theorem leads to expressions which can be identified as quantum
field theoretic "direct" forces and exchange forces for or between composite particles. By some
theorems the exchange forces are evaluated and an estimate for them is given. The expressions for
the direct forces correspond to those which were already derived in previous papers to discuss
composite particle dynamics.
Key words-. PACS 11.10: Field theory; PACS 12.10: Unified field theories and models;
PACS 12.35: Composite models of particles.

Introduction
One of the most outstanding problems in any atom
istic theory of matter is to derive the formation and
reactions of composite particles by means of the dy
namics of their elementary atomistic constituents. In
quantum mechanics this led to the discovery of the
fermion exchange forces between (and inside) com
posite particles which have no classical counterpart
but nevertheless play an essential role in the formation
of matter. Thus if on a more advanced quantum
theoretical level matter is described by quantum field
theory one should rediscover these exchange forces in
field theoretic composite particle formalism. Although
in the past numerous efforts were made to develop
such a nonrelativistic and relativistic composite par
ticle formalism in quantum field theory, so far no
satisfactory and systematic answers have been ob
tained for the solution of this problem. This deficiency
is essentially related to the fact that so far field opera
tor products were erroneously identified with the de
scription of composite particles. Apart from technical
difficulties with path integrals etc. it was shown [1]
that this leads, for instance, to a formal bosonization
of fermionic theories which is not uniquely related to
the description of physical reactions by bound states,
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i.e., definite composite particles. In consequence of
this, with operator product techniques it is also im
possible to derive exchange forces correctly.
The use of field operator products for the derivation
of effective actions can be referred to as strong map
ping. In order to avoid the drawbacks of strong map
pings an alternative program has been started by one
of the authors which can be referred to as weak map
ping of quantum fields [2].
Quantum field theories can be characterized by
functional equations. In contrast to the strong map
ping by means of operator products, in the weak map
ping procedure functional equations are mapped on to
effective functional equations in order to obtain an
effective composite particle dynamics. These weak
mappings respect the algebraic properties of quantum
fields and are free of the difficulties and insufficiencies
mentioned above, provided the basic quantum field
theories are sufficiently regularized.
The weak mapping has been exemplified for basic
spinor fields with four-fermion interactions and nonperturbative Pauli-Villars regularization. In preceding
papers this mapping has been studied without taking
into account exchange terms [2]. In this paper the
effects of exchange terms are included, leading thus to
a complete mapping procedure between quantum
field theoretical functional equations.
In order to make the deduction as transparent as
possible we demonstrate this mapping again for the
spinor field theory already used. Furthermore, we
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confine ourselves to the special mapping of spinor
field functional equations onto boson field functional
equations.
A weak mapping theorem between such functional
equations was already derived in [1], In contrast to the
technique used in Sect. 3, in the proof of this theorem
in [1] a map between functional spaces was considered
and in consequence a separation of "ordinary" and
exchange forces is not evident. Thus the theorems in
Sect. 4 which are based on the weak mapping theorem
of Sect. 3 for the first time allow this separation of
forces. As both weak mapping theorems are con
cerned with the same problem they have to be equiv
alent. A proof of the equivalence will be given else
where.
For abbreviation, in the following a condensed
notation is used:
du : = ---ex.,

for greek small letter index,

dj := —

for latin capital letter index,

eL :=

for latin small letter index,

Öb.

with

vertex operator is assumed to have
2
v l,.hAB..hCD ,,hAD,.hCB\
2- \Vaß Vyö ~ Vxö Vyß )

vhAB ._ \h i
Vxß •—hzß AB'
'xß'

i

i\

i y
z>

Kß'-= l laß-

(1.4)

The special form of the vertex operator is of no con
sequence for the general mapping procedure. With
respect to its physical meaning we refer to preceding
papers [2].
According to the decomposition theorem [3] it can
be proved that the set of nonlinear equations r = 0, 1,2
+

<PßBr(.X)

= gK £ KA
ßfö° VßBsM <PyCt(x) (PöDuM
stu

(1-5)

with m0 = m, is connected with (1.1) by a bi-unique
map defined by the compatible relations
*I**A(x) = ^ o W + ^ i W + ^ z W .
<PaAr(x) = K [ (- iy e Ce + mr+ J
• ( - i y ß ^ + wir+2)]a^ öAB il/ßB{x),

{Al ...A n}:= antisymmetrization of A1...A n if not
otherwise stated;
in contrast {an} means the set a l ... a^ etc.
The summation convention is used throughout the
paper.

1. Fundamentals of the Model

(1.6)

ar = {mr —mr+1)~1(mr —mr +2)~1, r = 0,1,2 cyclic.
By formulating the corresponding Lagrangean for
(1.5) it is easily seen that (1.5) is the nonperturbative
Pauli-Villars regularization of (1.1).
It is furthermore convenient to use the charge con
jugated spinor instead of the adjoint spinor, which is
defined by
(P Iaj^C ^ q>VAj.

The general spinor field model which is assumed to
be the basis of the theory is defined by the field equa
tions (h = c= 1)

(1.7)

Introducing the superspinors
<P*Ajl '•= VzAj; VxAjl ■= Vc*Aj

(1.8)

we can formally combine (1.5) and its charge con
jugated equations into one equation:

s AB( - i y ede+my;ß^ ßB(x)
=gV *B™ t fB(X) $ yC(x) il>aD{x),

Furthermore, the
the form
i/ABCD _ 1
Vxßyö —2

(l.i)

where the indices a, ß ,... and A, B__ describe spin
and isospin, respectively. The regularization is defined
by
(-iy® aff+ m)reB
(1.2)
:= ( - iye de + m) (—iyß 8 ß+ ml) ( - i yxdx+ m2).
Due to the mass terms in (1.1) or (1.2), the correspond
ing spinor field has to be a Dirac spinor-isospinor.

cß- m ZiZ2) (pZi{x)
= Z UZi{Z2Z3Z4) <Pz2(x) <Pz3(x) <PzA(x)
h

(1-9)

with Z := (a, A, i, A) and
a = spinor index (a = l, 2, 3, 4),
A = isospin index (A = 1, 2),
i = auxiliary field index (i = 0, 1, 2),
A = superspinor index (A = 1, 2),

(1.10)
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2. Functional Energy Representation

where the following definitions are used:
•^ZiZ2

' Vaia2

^'ih

'
(1.11)

mZ1Z2 := mil X1X2 d-4:A2 Oili2 dAlAl,
U:Z^Z^iZt := 9 '-ii Vx1a2^A1A2^A1A2(V Oa3a4

By using the Lagrangean formulation of (1.5), the
canonical quantization procedure leads to the nonvanishing equal time anticommutator
[(pz(r, t), <pz.(r', t)] + = Azz. S ( r - r ') ,
(1.12)
The unknown representation space J f of the theory
is spanned by the eigenstates of a complete set of comb
bl F 11 ' th
1 ' ' 1
mutating o serva es. o owing e genera pnncip es
of quantum field theory, any state |a> e X may be
characterized by the set of r-functions (time-ordered)
| a)
(1.13)
= <ß|7r(T^Zi(x1) . . . ^ ( x n))|a>, n e N, \a )e J ^ ,
where n denotes the representation and | Q} the corre
sponding vacuum state.
The algebraic representation of the system is already
fixed by considering the equal time limits in (1.13)

As already mentioned, the time-ordered state functionals are redundant with respect to algebraic repre
sentation theory. Therefore, for the successful applica
tion of weak mappings the corresponding time-ordered
functional equations are not suitable. Their redun
dancy has to be removed from the theory, which is
achieved by the transition to antisymmetric state func
tional
00 1
I^L/,fl]>= I 77T W ' l , Z x. . . r „ z 9\a)
' jzi(r i) ■• jzn(rn) 1 d 3/*!... d3r„

(2.1)

corresPonc^n& equations. However, even
tjjese state functionals are not suitable for composite
,e theory because they contain disconnected
part§ For
for composite bosons which are
bound states of two constituent fermions all disconnected parts due to the Fermion propagator Faa (x —x')
have to be removed from (2.1) in order to obtain a
correct effective boson theory. Thus if we restrict
ourselves to this case we have to use the normal trans
form
:= ZF \j]\s/y instead of
itself.
A careful analysis yields the equation for \3FS
)\

(Ea- E 0) \^ y = J jz(r) D°ZZl [DkZiZ2 Vk- m ZiZ2] dZ2(r) d3r
+ Z j izir) iD°ZZi UhZi[Z2Z3Z4}: dzy ) dZ3(r) dZ2(r): d3r |iF>

(2.2)

+ | Z f jz(r) iD°ZZl UhZi{Z2Z3ZA] AZ4Z.AZiZ..jz.(r)jz..(r) dZ2(r) d3r I*")
h
with
to a space-like hypersurface a. Choosing a special
dz(r) := dz(r) - J Fzaz,(r, r') j z,(r') d V ,
(2.3)
Lorentz frame we may transform a to the flat hyper
surface f = 0 leading to antisymmetrized operator where Fa in (2.3) is the antisymmetric equal time limit
of the free field propagator F and A is the anticommu
product matrix elements
tator in (1.12). With the abbreviations
an{rx, Z x, . . . , r n,Z n\a)
KIll2 := iD°ZlZ(DkZZ2\ - m ZZ2) Ö - r2),
(2.4)
= (Q \n [sä t/^Zi (i*!, 0)... iJ/Zn(r„, 0)) | a)
U/h
._ : r)0 Tjh
n e N, | a) e J f , r, e IR3 VVlxl2l 3/4 lUZ,Z UZ{Z2Z3Z4}
■ö(r i - r2)ö(r i - r 3)ö(r i - r 4),
(2.5)
which are the basic quantities of the field theoretical
AIll2 = AZxZ25(rl - r 2),
energy representation.
Furthermore, in order to obtain a compact descrip
(2.2) can be written in the compact form
tion of the field dynamics it is necessary to introduce
generating functional states for the sets (1.13) or (1.14), o)a0\P[j}> = Khl2j I l dI> \^[j]>
resp., with Grassmann algebraic sources j z(x) or j z{r),
+ Zh K i 2I>IAJII d' 4d' 3 5/2- 3 F ' M i d' 3 5/2
resp., and to transform the field equations (1.9) into
corresponding functional equations. Thus in the
+ (3 F/4/ FjiV + \ Aj4, Al3j) j ^ i i i r d<>
(2.6)
following we use for the discussion of the sets (1.13) or
(1.14), resp., these generating functional states.
-(F /4/ Ffjr + i Al4l Al3l.) FI\ r j IJ Ij r j I.}
;]> ,
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where a>a0= (E a —E0) is the renormalized energy.
Equation (2.6) is the functional energy representation
of the spinor field theory. It is the basic equation with
respect to composite boson dynamics.
In order to perform weak mappings we have to
define the composite particle states. Since composite
particles have interactions they cannot be described
by exact solutions of (2.6), where all interactions are
taken into account within these solutions. Thus com
posite particles are only a part of the total system and
we are forced to look for their mathematical counter
part with respect to (2.6). To obtain composite particle
states, we consider by definition only the "diagonal
part" of (2.6), which is given by all particle number
conserving contributions of this equation [2]:
Po\&r> = j i l K i1i2
- l i t , < I 2i3i ^ F u r i r dti
h

(2.7)

The sets of solutions of (2.7) can be assumed to be
complete sets in IR3" (n = 1...). In particular we denote
the set of two particle solutions by {|J^ ) = C[l12j 1 j, ,
k = 1...}.
Due to the antisymmetry C'kll2 = —Cj[2/l even the
equal time functions {Cl1' 2} are redundant, because
their domain of definition {Iy, I 2} can be subdivided
into equivalence classes by means of a general order
ing relation I x< I 2■Choosing only one representative,
one can remove this redundancy. Thus we have to
consider the set {Cj[l/2} on the ordered domain
{/1, / 2, / 1< / 2}- This set contains bound states as well
as scattering states for spin zero and spin one con
figurations. Thus we can assume that it is a complete
set of two-fermion states. In spite of the completeness
it is in general not an orthogonal set, since the eigen
value equation (2.7) is not a Schrödinger equation
and the solutions {C[l12} have in general not the
meaning of quantum mechanical probability ampli
tudes. About the connection of {Cj[l/2} with statistics
see [4], The non-Schrödinger properties of the set
{Cj[l/2} are of no relevance for the weak mapping
theorem. It suffices to introduce a dual set {RkIll2}
which is defined by the orthogonality and complete
ness relations
x R ^ C '/ ^ j S * ,
h < i2
L R l}ll2cl>'2= ö ! ; s ; 2, / , < / , ,
k

(2.8)

I \< I 2.

It is convenient to rewrite (2.8) for the whole domain.
This gives
I Rku 2
k

=

ö £ - ö \ \ öf2) .

(2.9)

In the same way the orthonormality relation can be
rewritten for the whole domain as
I
h i2

=

(2-10)

As the initial set {Cj[l/2} is explicitly known, the dual
set {R/,/2} can explicitly be constructed.
3. Weak Mapping Theorem
We study functional mappings of (2.6) which we
exemplify for the case of a transformation to a boson
theory. In order to perform such a mapping we have
to observe that the functional spaces are only auxiliary
embedding spaces which allow a compactified de
scription of the field dynamics. Thus the mapping will
be concerned with the physically relevant matrix ele
ments (1.14) and not with the state functionals (2.1)
themselves. Nevertheless, we expect that the result of
the mapping procedure can finally be expressed again
by functional states and equations. Therefore we pos
tulate that the weak mapping of (2.1) can be formu
lated by a boson state functional
00 1
\ @ m = X — ek l - k"bkl...b kn\o>,
«=0 n\

(3.1)

where the functional embedding space is defined by
the relations
[Sk dk] - = [bk

= 0,

[dkbk:\- = Skk.; dk |0> = 0

(3.2)

with dk the dual of bk, i.e. 8k= b k. This boson func
tional space is completely independent of the fermionic
functional space introduced in (2.1). Rather the rela
tion between (3.1) and (2.1) is defined by the expression
fl/».../2n= ( _ 1)»CUl/2 .. >c/2„-i/2„}gk....*nj
(3.3)
( -1 )P
where { }= X ^
permutations. If the set {Ck } is
is a complete set, then there is a one to one correspondance between the a- and ^-coefficients of (2.1) and
(3.1).
By (3.3) a mapping between the fermionic state
functionals (2.1) and bosonic state functionals (3.1) is
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established. The consequences of this mapping with respect to the functional equation (2.6) can be formu
lated by the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. By the boson transformation (3.3) the functional fermion energy equation (2.6) is mapped onto the
functional boson energy equation
0Ja0P\%[b}> = 2RkIiM Khl2 bk V (
+ 12

dk. m b ] > - Z W£il2l3l4

bkibk W

- P Z - R .+ iA ^ A ^ p
bk bk. V

Fl4MRkKiM bk V ( ' 2*3 ,
UM
dv. di
k"

I 2M'
k\
I
( - 1 ) '3!
X, ... x3

'U M

)

+ (Fi4k2 Fi3k} Fi2k4+ 1 ^ i 4k2a i3k3^ i 2k4) p

8 Rk^ iMA \ 2M A \ 3M3bklbk2bk W

/ / 2M3
M2M1V
^
I

a 1

X ( I f 4I
Ä! . . . Ä4
t.

1 2 ^ , ^ RkK ^ 4 bk bk. P + 48 RkKXi MRkKx2M RkK ^ 4 bk bk, b,, V
+ 16Rl1
w R Ka2M
'2 w2R K
'3j.3M
m3 RK
J^4M
m4 bk
K^iMi
ki bk
k2 bkk3 bk
k4W\l

M ,M 2
j^,

MM
I
k'

S,

a
I&[b]>
' ki k'2

(3.4)

with the definitions
p ■= Z -T b k, ..... bkn Io> RkKiK2. . . Rkl n_lK2n C[K
^ K\ . . c f ; - 1
n=o n !

<0| dk ... dki,

(3.5)

oo !
<I J / j \
v ( 11// 2) := £ -V bk, ... bk, 10> Rkl K2... R ^ _iK2n
n=0 n\
Vk J

... C f—

(3-6)

W(h h
I k

,
k !) '

I - r bk. ... bk, 10> R ^ K2... R ' ^ lK2mC™>
n=0 n !

<01^ ... dkl,

Cf/*2... C f - -

<01^ ... dkl,

Proof. We write (2.6) in the general form
co|jF[/]> = jf[/, d]\

(3.8)

By projection we obtain the corresponding equations for the matrix elements
a><o i ^

••• sKl m m = <o(- i r a*2- •■■■
Ki = <o 1a*,. ...d Kl j t l /, s\ \

] >,

(3.9)

and with (3.3) we obtain from (3.9) the equation
a>Clf*K> ...C f?->K*J Qk l- k'"=<0\dK2n...d KiS>r[j,

/]>.

(3.10)

Multiplication by RkKlKl -•■RkK2n_lK2n and summation yields with (3.5) the equivalent equation
(3.11)
To complete the proof, also the right-hand side of (3.11) has to be represented in terms of boson field matrix
elements. In order to achieve this, each term of (2.6) has to be discussed separately. We first consider the term
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with jd. According to (3.11) and (2.6) we have
•••

<01dK2H...d Ki KIij 2j Ii ei21

/]> =: Tj

i= 1
= RK1K2 - RK2n

I KIil2C{£ilK2 'Ki~il2Ki +1 " Cfcn' lK2n)
;= l

dk-n...d ki \$[b]} .

(3.12)

Furthermore we evaluate
2

<° I ^ •••^ bk v

dk. I J [fc] > = t ;

= KIll22RkIiM^ ö kkiiO \dkn...d ki+idki_i ...d k v ( 2k, y k\M \b \).

(3.13)

By means of (3.6) we obtain
n
^
T\ = KI,I2 2RhM Z Ökki RK1K2---RK2i-lK2i -RK2„-1K2n
i= 1
■ c ^ c j ^ . x f . " - 1^
= ^ h h .Z

(r )\M~

A comparison with (3.12) shows that
can rewrite (3.12) by
= <o 1

... akl

. . ^

(3.14)

) ■•- RkK2n- iK2n C]^lK2... C1^ ... Ck?n~lK2n] <0| dk.n ...

.

= T/. Thus we

a] | ^ w >

(3.i5)

with
Jfjfc, c] := 2 KIil2 RkIiM bk V

8k, . (3.16)

The proof for the transformation of all other elements
of Jf[j, c] runs along the same lines. So we do not
explicitly discuss these terms. After having trans
formed all terms we can rewrite (3.11) in the form
co(0\dkn...d kiP\3[b]}
= <fl\dkn...d kl* [b ,d \\ä [b ]> .

(3.17)

As (3.17) holds for arbitrary projectors <0| dkn...d ki,
we obtain (3.4). □
With respect to the physical interpretation one has
to compare the functional equation (3.4) with a "free"
boson theory. By definition, free boson fields have to
be abelian boson fields. In this case the general equa
tion reads
(0\#>f = K kk.bkdk.\4r>f +A kk.bkbk.\a> f t

(3.18)

and the boson field has a multiparticle free propaga
tion with plane waves in M4. Any further term in a
functional equation which is added to this free equa
tion disturbs the free propagation and thus can be
considered as a force acting on the boson field. Among
such additional terms are those which can be reduced
to the introduction of local field operator interactions
in the original field equation of the bosons. These are
terms which are consequences of the classical picture
of pointlike bosons, thus they correspond to direct
forces. On the other hand, (3.4) contains terms which
reflect the nontrivial fermionic substructure of the
bosons and thus have no classical counterpart on the
pointlike boson level. Apart from formfactors which
modify the classical interactions to nonlocal inter
actions. these additional terms are exchange terms
resulting from the substructure of the bosons and in
consequence lead to exchange forces between the
bosons themselves. Just the latter terms are respon
sible for the complicated structure of (3.4). Thus, in
treating (3.4) it is the first task to investigate the com
plications produced by exchange forces and to find
ranges where these forces may be neglected.
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4. Separation of Forces
The boson functional energy equation simulta
neously contains the direct forces and the exchange
forces. In order to study the effect of exchange forces
we have to separate the exchange forces from the di
rect forces in (3.4). Obviously the principal part of
exchange forces is contained in the terms (3.5), (3.6),
(3.7). Thus we first treat these terms. We begin with
(3.5).
Theorem 4.1. Let k := (kx... kj) be a partition of n with
j
/.,-eN; k1> k 2> ...> k j ; X k{= n
i= 1

where {MXi >J are the corresponding multiplicity
factors. For fixed kl ...k n the r.h.s. of (4.4) must be
symmetric in k\...k'n. Thus we have
I MXi
part/.

Dk'r>

K2

/^K2n-lK2n)

(4.1)

2Al_1... 2Xj~* n\ (k\ ...k'n
2" i (-1 y
ki---kn> ,
(2/1)! part/
Sj! ... Sj 1■■•'']
jsym
where
rk\...k'
kl \\'.k j:= { lv [R ^ C ki...R k^ C kJ . . .

(4.2)

...tr [ R ^ + l CkXj_i + l . . . R ^ C kxj]}
and
{}sym: = - P Z — Z {}•
n\ kl...kn n\ k\...k'n

(4-3)

Proof. Due to the permutations of {Kl ...K 2n} the
left-hand side of (4.1) is either symmetric with respect
to kx... kn for fixed k \ ... k'n or symmetric with respect
to k \... k'„ for fixed k y... kn. Any term on the left-hand
side of (4.1) can be written as a partition of traces (4.2).
If all terms of (4.1) are expressed in this way, we obtain
l.h.s. (4.1) = —i — Z
(2 m)! part a,... a,

\k [Z k \,
u f-^ j

(4.4)

(4.5)
1 (k\...k'n)
— V --Ü .
n!

= Z P Z
part A k\...k'n

On the other hand, the r.h.s. of (4.4) must be sym
metric with respect to k1...k n for fixed k\...k'n. Thus
we have with modified multiplicity factors mXi Xj
(k\...k'n
Z M ^.X j <*i
part A
(/.[... /.j

and ,... sr the multiplicities of identical values of the
/.j. ..kj, then the following relation holds:
Dk1

\k \Z k "\
(/, .../.. J

= Z rnXl_ ijP z
(*!'■"•*"}
part A
k\.. ,kn ( /. j
J

(4.6)

as an equivalent formulation of the symmetry prop
erty. With (4.5), (4.6) and (4.3) we then obtain
n\
l.h.s. (4.1) = ------ x mx

(k\...k'n\
a \k,-.-kn\

(4.7)

After having explicitly symmetrized we can apply
standard combinatorics by observing that the parti
tions can be realized by appropriate distributions
o ik x...k n values. First the simultaneous interchange
of all C indices does not change the left-hand side of
(4.1). Thus the multiplicity mXi
must contain
the factor 2". Furthermore, with respect to kY...k n
the number of possible partitions leads to the factor
n!(s!! ...s r! kx!.../y!)-1 if equal /-values are taken
into account. Finally the partitions allow internal
rearrangements which yield the factor 2*1-1...
2Aj~1(/! —1)!...(/.; —1)!, and the factor ( - IV comes
from fermion permutations in (4.1). Thus we have
m.

(s1\ ...s rlk l \...k j \

which yields the r.h.s. of (4.1).

(4.8)

□

With respect to (3.6) the following theorem holds:

Theorem 4.2. Using the definitions of Theorem 4.1 the following relation holds:
Rk k - - RK

K C ^ C £ K>

= — 1---- Rkj K ...R k"

K C '1' 2 C[KlK2...C f 2n- lK2n)

(4.9)

+ 1)! 2" +1 "
...
2"-j+ 1n\
\k\...k'nI xI:
-F v" ' ------ Z ( - 1 y+1------------- —---- {k'l ...knk'n+;
(2(n + 1))! part a
! ...s r ! /.j .../.j i;
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1
with [n] = X — - permutation and
(n)l
|

tr[Rkl Cki

CkAi] ...[CfcA+i Rk*i+l... R^i +i - 1CkA+i]{IlIl)...
... tr[Rk*-j- 1+1 Ck^

+

RkAj CkA,+J ,

(4.10)

while the symmetrization (4.3) is generalized to kl ...k n+l and k\...k'n.
Proof. Due to the permutations of {I J 2K l ...K 2n], the left-hand side of (4.9) is symmetric with respect to
kl ...k n+ l . Thus we have
i.h.s.(4.9) = r « K2. . . Rk;in_iK2n c ^ ' 2 c K
k; K2. . . c K
k; ::; ™ .

(4.ii)

If we separate in {IlI 2K 1...K 2n} those terms from the other terms where I XI 2 is exactly placed over one kh,
the symmetry in [kl ...k n+l] can be used to replace C1^ 2 on the first position and we obtain the first term on
the right-hand side of (4.9). In the remaining terms I J 2 is distributed in such a way that two values kx, kß are
involved. If the product on the left-hand side of (4.9) is factorized into a product of traces, this yields definition
(4.10) (with omission of those terms already separated from (4.9)). Then the multiplicity factors have to be
determined. Their calculations run along the same lines as those of Theorem 4.1. We thus do not discuss this
in detail. □
The treatment of the last expression (3.7) is completely similar. Therefore, without further proof we formulate
the corresponding theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Using the definitions of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 the following relation holds:
tKK1K2" IKK2n- 1K2n^kl
______ 1

k2 ^k3
D^i

(2n + 3)(2n + \)
(n + 2)!2" +2 "
+ " (2/1
n TIT?
I
+ 4)! partA

kn+2]
nkn

(^{lil2 W3/4! /-MK1K2
k2
k>

f-Kjn-iK-2n)

.+,
2 "~j+2n\
(k\... k'„ /, / 2/ 3/ 4 )
+2 —
-----f
T
------f c i - M - . i ^ 2J sym>
s j ... sr! a 1...a j [Aj...^

(4.12)

where the bracket with / 1. . . / 4 is the corresponding generalization of definition (4.10) and the symmetrization
(4.3) is generalized to kl ...k n+2 and k \... k'n. □
5. Estimate of Exchange Forces
After having evaluated those terms of (3.4) which correspond to exchange forces, we have to investigate the
problem under which conditions exchange forces are essential for composite boson physics or under which
conditions they can be neglected. For a first draft we will not use complicated (i.e. realistic) boson functions
{Cj[l/2}. Rather, with respect to exchange forces we assume that the essential property of wave functions {Cj[l/2}
is their spatial extension. In discussing only this aspect we restrict ourselves to a simple class of wave functions
which are used in nuclear physics, namely oscillator functions. We thus consider the set
=

A e H lj

(5.1)

with z = j (rx+1*2), u = (rl —r2) and m = a ~ 1 for h = c = 1, where a is the length scale expressed by the mass
scale m.
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The wave functions (5.1) describe moving boson states with momentum k relative to the general frame of
reference of the functional equation (3.4). The scale factor m = <j~1 in (5.1) defines the spatial extension of this
function. According to special relativity, length scales a of moving objects are contracted with respect to
observers in a rest frame. Thus m cannot be a constant but has to be transformed inversely to a, i.e., m = m(k).
To calculate m = m(k) we assume that the composite bosons have a rest mass p. Then k2 = p2, i.e. kl = p2+ k 2.
Furthermore it is —E2= /r ( l —ß2)~1 with ß2= v2 for h = c= 1, and therefore by comparison (1—/i2)-1
= (1 + £ 2///2). From this it follows
m(k) = m (l+ k 2/(x2)K
which has to replace m in (5.1).
With the set (5.1) for any m any trace expression can exactly be calculated. However, further evaluation of
the exchange terms can considerably be simplified if we consider large m. In this case we have
— (/ — — u..2 }= Ö(u),
lim m (2 7t) 2 exp
m->cc
and thus we can approximately replace the oscillator functions by ^-distributions. This yields
tr [Rki Cki... Rk' Q J = <5^

(kl - k ^ j ( n

tT[CkRkiC ki...R kiCky ^ x C 'k^ exp i*

1 Yl m

Z (*,-*!)
i= 1

(kt) m

(k\) m3(k,)

(5.2)

n m-Hkdm->(lQ(n->y.
i= 1

(5.3)

In the appendix the following inequalities are proven:
| j {tr [Rkl Cki... Rk*1 Ckx] ...tr [Rk'n~^+i Ckn_JLj+i ...R kn CfcJ}symgki--k" d k ,...d k n

IQImax (5.4)

and
If {tr [Rk>Cki...R k^ C kM] ...[C kRk's+1 Ck+1... Rks+Xi Q
,3(0-7+1)
... tr [Rk'n- xJ+1 Ckn_^ +l ... Rkn CkJ}symQk l -k"dk1... dkn

m

|<?|max,

(5.5)

where s := X -V
i=1
By means of these inequalities for (4.1) an estimate can be given. We decompose (4.1) into the partition / ,= 1,
i= 1 ...n and the rest. This yields
Rkl
Rk"
"-K1K2 - "K2n- 1K2n^kl

(^K2ni Kin) _
2" In Y _L ^
S
+R\
~ (2n!)
X ; ; n' 'lk;Ll"" fc»fc^ + 1J '

(5 61
1 '

If we consider the left-hand side of (5.6) as an integral
kernel which acts on we obtain by means of (5.4)
IR I < "x* X
^ J
(a Ü j ' J)
~ j=i partA s1!...s r!A1...AJ- V m j

(5 7)

For a further estimate of (5.7) we apply the following
inequalities
n!
/ _2\n-j
/r o\
v
'
{ '
st \ ...s r\
... L\
and
2"~j (k1—1)!... (kj—1)! < (2n)"~i
(5.9)

without proof. This gives
"-1
I I

/ a n ^ 3("~j)
4 ( n) [ m )
>

(5-10)

where AAn)> denotes the number of rpartitions with
exactly j trace factors in (4.1). If Pj{n) is defined by
Pj(n):= £ A Jn),
a= 1

(5-11)
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then the relation
Aj(n) = Pj{n-j)

(5.12)

holds. Thus we can rewrite (5.10) as
/ a n u \ 3k
l * il< Z P{k)[ — ] ,
*=i
V m J

(5.13)

and by means of the generating function for the P(/c), for (anp/m)3 1 we get the inequality
, / a /A 3
IR i\< n 3 — .
\m J

(5.14)

In an analogous way (4.10) can be estimated. This expression can be written in the form
1
D^'i
pk'n
/^{/[/i s^K1K2
- i A'2„) ________
nk\
nkn
WK1X2
_i K2n\ . Q
tKK2„-1K2n
fc2 ■■■^kn+l
~ <2n + \) KlK2" K2"~lK2n [kl
2 " k"+l]
2
(5.15)

with
1
(2n + \)

lKl"

2n' lK2n lkl
2 "
(2n)! 2(n + l) 2"n\
— — -------------(2(/7 + 1))! (2n)\

k»+l]
1
Z
---------Cl ll2ök k ...ö k
X +l (n + \)\ k^ k^ kl

k,

(5.16)
K '

and
\R2\< (2(n
n ( "+ 1))!,

3
—
\ in J •

(5-17)

Finally we obtain for the first term on the right-hand side of (4.12)
1
(2n + 3)(2n+\)

KlK2"

(n + 2)l
—-------— 2"
(2(77 + 2))!

K2" 'iK2" [kl

k'2

1
1
, ,
, ,
— Z
( - 1 ) -------- Q 1 2Q 3 4<5k, fc ...ö kk
8 a[ ä4
(n + 2)!

.

(5.18)

For brevity we do not cite the inequality of the rest on the right-hand side of (4.12).
If we define a new state functional by
co j 2" n 1
00 1
\#[b]>:= Z - j - — Qk> - k"bki...b kn\0 )= : I —- gkl---k" bk ... bk |0)
n- 0 n\ (2/7)!
n—0 /J!

(5.19)

from (5.6), (5.16) and (5.18) we obtain the equations
(0 \d kn...d kiP\ M [b] > = <0| 8kn...8 kl \M [fc] > ,

(5.20)

<oI

(5.21)

... ski v f 11/2) afc1J[fc]> = <01 afcn... eki c fc'1/2 afc|^[fc]>,
IJ2
73/4 1afcöfc. IJ[fc]> = <0| 8kn...8 ki 3C<'>'2 C'k?'<}8k8k. Ia[b]>
k
k'

if

. R, and

are neglected.

(5.22)
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If (5.20), (5.21), (5.22) are substituted in (3.4), the following boson functional equation results:

ojfl0 m b ]> = 2 RkIlM KIil2 bk C l " dk.\ m b ] > - T

„,/,/«, jö ^ M ^ .M K

dk.

+ 36 F1aMR ^ m, Rk2M, bkl bk2 C ] ! r c'k?M"}dk, dk. - 6 RkKlM bk C C j s " > dk. dk..
—(3 FIak2FI3K}+ i AIaK2 /1;3K3)
• P Z ( - D ^ [12 K ^ K ^ m bkbk. C r 8k„+ 24 Rk^ M R ^ M2 R ^ bkl bk2bkiC«>»>
Äi. . . j ■

dk,]

+ (F/4k2FJ3K3FI2Ka+ 1 ^ I4K2AiiKi A, K
■p Z

1
( - D '^ - 1 1 2 R ^ R ^ b . K . + i S R l
4!
+ 48<

„R

Rk"

h h h r MM?

iMl RkK\ zM2 RkK\ 3M3 RkK\ 4M4bki bk2bk bk4C l » ^ C ^ dk, dk, ] \ \ *[*]> .

(5.23)

Within the (/i/m)-approximation, (5.23) can be further simplified. If (5.23) is projected in configuration space,
terms which differ by the factor bk8t act on the same amplitude gk1•••k" Vk x... kn, n = 1... oo. Thus between such
terms an estimate can be made wih respect to their relative magnitude. Using (5.3), it follows that the term
with bkibk2bkidWidk.2 is proportional to (ju/m)3bkbk. dr . Thus, with respect to the term bkbk.dk^ the term
bki bk2bkidk dk-2can be neglected. Analogous relations hold for the terms with bki bkibkibk4dki dk,,b kbk bk„dl and
bkbk,. Of the latter terms only the term bkbk. is left within this approximation.
Taking into account these estimates, from (5.23) we obtain the equation
coa0 |M\b\) = 2 Rk2MKIiI2 C[lM bkdk. m b ) } ~ X < ( / 2/3/4}
+ 36Fum Rkxm RMKfCk\

Ck:2

bk8k,

bkibk2dk,d k,2 oKKlMLk.

Lk..

bkOk.Ok,.

~ (3 Fl4K2 FI}Ki + i AIaK2 AhK]) 12 RkKiK2 RkK3)MC'k?Mbkbk. dk„
+ (F,4K2Fi3K3Fi2K4+ i A l4K2Al3K3Fl2K4) \2R k{KlK2 R ^ M ^
Equation (5.24) was first calculated in [2]. The
derivation of (5.24) in [2] is based on a technique which
was developed by one of the authors. By means of a
special functional chain rule with subsequent omission of those terms which are neglected within the
(^-ap p ro x im atio n one can derive (5.24) by a shortcut calculation. By the theorems given in this paper
this technique is justified provided exchange forces
can be neglected.

(5.24)

•

assumg that thfi bo§on amplltudes
are bounded
k n = \...ao. If |o |max is the amount of the
maximum value of
and if (5 2) is taken mto
^ ^
wg havg thg ^ ^
l.h.s. (5.4) < | g |max n Ai

(A.l)

with
Appendix
Due to the formfactors which act in the high energy
range of the boson equation (3.4), this equation corre
sponds to a highly regularized field theory. We thus

Ai := (7r~V'-1 n m(fi'h+s.

m(k'Si i)

(A.2)

n m(kh) ^ ö ( I (kh- k 'h+,l_l)\d * k 1...d 3kXl
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i
with s( := X Ak. The integral in (A.2) can be transk= 1
formed into the expression
h=i

(m2p

■ Xn ( l + ^ r l d3x 1...d 3xAi_1.
J i=l

(A.3)

Observing that m(0)<m(k) we obtain from (A.3)
'( £ ) '

;

Due to our substitution of oscillator functions by
^-distributions, in the Riemannian sense the integral
in (A.4) is slightly divergent. Nevertheless, according
to [5] this integral can be made finite in distribution
theory. Without going into details we thus finally ob
tain
l.h.s. (5.4) < |e |max( a ^ )

(A.5)

where a »4. An analogous estimate holds for (5.5).
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